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Taming the Industrial City















The Board!s initial
recommendations in 1893

included 324 acres of parks

and 9.85 miles of boulevards.

The system was to include
both local play centers and

pleasure grounds, as well as

some larger outlying parks,

all interconnected by

boulevards and parkways
traversing the city!s

residential districts and

connecting with downtown.



By 1909, several new parks
had been added:

•The 1,400-acre Swope Park

•Various community and

neighborhood parks

•Admiral Boulevard connected

outlying Independence Boulevard to
downtown

•The Paseo ran 4.5 miles to
Brush Creek

•Gillham Road extended 4 miles
from the southern end of downtown

to Hyde Park

•West Pennway joined West Terrace

and Penn Valley Parks

•Swope Parkway extended 3.5 miles

from The Paseo to Swope Park



By 1920, 64 of the 67 parks and

boulevards proposed in 1893

had been approved or

adopted by the Board of Park

Commissioners.

•Construction of Ward

Parkway commenced in 1926

as J.C. Nichols began

developing Sunset Hill and the

Country Club District

•Meyer Boulevard connected

Ward Parkway to The Paseo and

Swope Parkway



By 1940, Kansas City!s
system of parkways and

boulevards not only

connected scenic vistas

and provided pathways

for transportation, but also
served as the connective

tissue binding together

neighborhoods

throughout the rapidly-
growing metropolis.



George Kessler!s Design Approach

George Kessler designed

Kansas City’s parkways to serve

two important functions:

1) To connect recreational areas

-- including neighborhood pocket

parks and larger regional parks, golf

courses, and wooded areas -- to each

other and neighborhoods throughout

the city;

2) To provide a series of highly

attractive scenic landscapes for

pleasure driving without having to

contend with the commercial traffic

and congestion found on the city’s

major streets.



Boulevard Geometry

Typical roadway: original standard was 100 feet (later 110 feet)

Parkway: 6-foot sidewalks, 10-foot “planting strip” between sidewalk
and curb

Landscaping: Three rows of columnar trees, two in grass median, one
between sidewalk and property lines



Parkway Geometry

Typical roadway: 35 feet (double roadways); 40 or 56 feet (single
roadways)

Parkway: 6-foot sidewalks, 10-foot “planting strip” between sidewalk
and curb

Landscaping: Two rows of columnar trees, two in grass median, one
adjacent to property lines



The Paseo, 1908







Parkways or Trafficways?

“The purpose for which these parkways were

developed renders impossible their general

utilization by commercial traffic. While

their presence is highly desirable from the

standpoint of vehicular movement, it is

regretted that Kansas City does not possess

a similar and parallel system of commercial

traffic ways.”
A Traffic Control Plan for Kansas City,

 (Chamber of Commerce, 1930)



Armour Boulevard, 1907











Trafficways and Convenience

“Narrow, worn, and outdated roads are being

replaced as quickly as possible with broad,

modern concrete parkways designed to

handle comfortably the accelerated traffic of

today and the anticipated traffic of

tomorrow . . . thus completing the

transformation from ‘horse and buggy’ to

modern motor-vehicle roadways.”
J.V. Lewis, Supt. of Parks,

“Everything’s Up to Date in Kansas City’s Park System”

 (American City, December 1952)



Penn Valley Park, 1906







Converting Parkways to Trafficways

“The Southwest Trafficway offers an

opportunity of relieving the congested

conditions of the north and south streets

between the downtown district and the

south and southwest part of the City,

including the serious conditions in Penn

Valley Park and at Southwest Boulevard.”
The Civic Improvement Committee of 1000,

Proposition No. 8 - To Plan, Design and Construct a Southwest Trafficway

 (May 26, 1931)













Ward Parkway at 59th St., view North (1924)







Ward Parkway

Many features of the
original Hare and Hare
design, such as the
reflecting pools, fountains,
and gardens, have been
restored in the last 15
years.

Significant threats to the
integrity of Ward Parkway
loom due to engineering
standards that fail to
adequately consider
landscape design,
pedestrian accessibility and
safety, and materials/
finishes.









Ward Parkway and
Brookside Boulevard

In 1990, Main Street was

realigned to connect directly to

Brookside Blvd.

As part of the Corps of

Engineers realignment and

improvements to Brush Creek,

many of the pedestrian and

vehicular bridges across Brush

Creek have been replaced, and

interchanges re-designed.

The resulting roadway geometry

emphasizes speed and volume

over aesthetics, landscape

quality, and pedestrian

accessibility.





Conclusions

• Threats to the aesthetic integrity of historic

parkways are often incremental and slow to

emerge, but insidious in their cumulative impact;

• Established transportation engineering guidelines

impose inappropriate expectations and geometric

design standards on roadways that were designed

as integral landscapes, not merely as conduits for

vehicular traffic;



Conclusions

• Design standards that respond to the

distinctiveness of historic parkways are strongly

needed -- safety and efficiency need not crowd out

historic character, sense of place, and the beauty

of a regional landscape tradition.

• An additional challenge for urban parkways is the

need to better coordinate land use, subdivision,

and zoning regulations that are harmonious with

the principles underlying the design of historic

parkways and boulevards.
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